FOREWORD

Special Section of Position Papers Exploring Innovative Intelligence and Technologies in Communications, Part II

Expansion of the field of communications has unlimited boundaries, and research and development (R&D) has been continuously pursued to support this expansion. A lot of new key ideas are emerging and open up novel research areas, which become driving force of further development of communications technologies. Aiming at the world’s best performance has been also one of the major driving forces of R&D, and its resulting outputs lead to the stimulation of the R&D itself in turn.

The IEICE Transactions on Communications called for position papers, which exhibit novel ideas and/or significant achievements leading to such innovative technologies, for special sections in the Jan. 2015 issue and in the Mar. 2015 issue, and a considerable number of papers were submitted to the Special Sections, which convinced us the potential demand for the category of position papers. Thus, this special section was planned once again and scheduled to appear in this issue.

For this special section, we received 14 submissions. After very careful review process, we finally accepted two papers. Both papers succeeded in presenting novel ideas and innovative technologies in future communication systems and services. The editorial committee of this special section believes the papers indicate the significant research directions for further development of communication technologies.

I would like to make a special mention of new category POSITION PAPER. The IEICE Transactions on Communications established a new category of POSITION PAPER, and started accepting submissions of POSITION PAPERS in October 1, 2015. I strongly hope the papers including novel ideas and paradigms for further development of communication technologies will appear as POSITION PAPERS in the future issues of IEICE Transactions on Communications.

On behalf of the editorial committee of this special section, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all the authors and reviewers for their significant contributions. I would also like to give thanks to the editors and the IEICE publishing office for their dedicated work of this special section.
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